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The winners of this years Student Counsel
election are already working hard to meet
the schools needs and make P.S. 99 even
better.
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A Message from the Principal

The 2018-2019 school year has begun and we are excited about a new year-long project called
“Garden of Whispering.” All students, teachers and parents will be involved in the project,
which is a celebration of the work of Richard Lewis. Mr. Lewis has spent 50 years promoting,
exploring and developing the role of imagination in teaching and learning. We will be celebrating his work through this project under the direction of our artist-in-residence, Karen
Fitzgerald. The project includes students reading Mr. Lewis’ book, “Each Sky Has It’s
Words,” designing a “Tendril of Whispering” mural, which will be displayed outside each classroom door. In addition, our Peace
Committee will develop a sculpture of “Whispering” intended to be displayed beneath the canopy at the entrance to the Annex. We
look forward to viewing the video at the culmination of the project that will document various aspects of the project, including stock
animations produced by the students reflecting the “Garden of Whispering” theme.
You may not realize, but I have a vision for the school. My vision is to empower all of you to be able to achieve your goals. I am hoping that you become self-motivated and driven to learn as you take risks and meet challenges effectively. That’s why when I walk
around the school and see how well you are working independently, I feel very proud because the school’s vision is being realized.
This year our school priority focus is to enable all the students to participate in classroom discussions. That is why teachers are asking
you to “Echo, Explain, Elaborate” and “Think, Jot, Pair Share.” I have noticed that you are starting to elaborate and explain on your
own and when you share, you are listening very well to one another.
I would like to share what is new this year:



Our Debate Team students will be presenting an assembly, in which grade 6 enrichment students will debate the grade 5 TAG
students. Their topic will be “The United States Federal Government.” Our Debate teachers, Ms. Doyle and Ms. Pardo have prepared our students for this event.



Lunch Club for grades 3-5 has been expanded to Wednesdays and Fridays and include Lego’s, board games and computers.



Studio-in-a-School Grant to include grade 5 students for special classes on Fridays.

Peer Mediation has expanded to include more students and more mediations. Mediators will do mock peer mediations at student assemblies. Please keep in mind that peer mediation is a positive way of resolving conflicts. So please try to use mediations as a way to
work out problems you might have with other students.
I want to share with you a goal that I have had for a very long time which I have not been able to achieve. I am hoping you can help
me. I would like more students to use the school’s library by taking out books to read. I am going to start by having students in our
P.A. After School program visit the library, at their discretion, during Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Fridays. I am also encouraging classes to visit the library during the school day. Hopefully, when I write you again at the end of the year, I will be able to say the P.S. 99
students are actively using the school library.
I hope you continue to enjoy the school year.
Until the next edition of the “99 Buzz.”
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Paulette Foglio
Principal

99 BUZZ

From the Desks of
Mr. Sforza & Mrs. Trujillo

Welcome back! We hope all of you enjoyed time off with your families and we wish all of our families a
prosperous New Year filled with happiness and good health.
We are excited to continue working on our priority focus which is to enable all students to actively participate in classroom discussions, utilizing ENL (English as a New Language) protocols, such as, "Think,
Jot, Pair, Share" and "Echo, Explain, Elaborate". This focus will help all our students to process information and create meaning which will allow them to participate more readily and in depth in classroom
conversations.
We encourage all our students to make it a goal to come to school every day and to come to school on
time. Coming to school late disrupts instruction for all students, causes stress and delays a student’s morning routine. You should be in school by 8:20a.m. each morning, and do know that we offer a warm breakfast at no cost to all students. If you are interested in having breakfast, you may join us at 7:50a.m. each
morning in either the annex or the main building. Congratulations to class 3/4-114 for coming to school
on time during the entire month of October and to class 5-307 for coming to school on time during the entire month of November! These classes received two Caught Being Good Certificates and a special On
Time Class Certificate. Let’s continue to work together to come to school every day and to get to school
on time!
We are excited to announce that the next Community of Readers Book will be, The Energy Bus, by Jon
Gordon. This book promotes positivity and it provides helpful suggestions for facing every day challenges. It’s one that we are sure you will enjoy.
Be reminded that this year the NYS English Language Arts Exam will take place on Tuesday, April 2,
2019 and Wednesday, April 3, 2019. The NYS Mathematics Exam will take place on Wednesday, May 1,
2019 and Thursday, May 2, 2019. The grade four science written exam will take place on Monday, June
3, 2019.

PARENT COORDINATOR
Hi Everyone, I'm Barbara Maire Hopkins, the parent coordinator for PS99. I am quite
familiar with PS99 because my daughter went to school here. I am very passionate
about 99 and devote a lot of time to ensure that parents are happy and that the school
runs smoothly. If there is anything you need, can stop by my office anytime. I am
there from 9am-1pm. I can also be reached at (347)-563-8692.
Volume 13, Issue 1
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Opinions Matter
Is Cheating Getting Worse?
There has always been cheating. But over the past few years its been getting worse. As our
technology advances, cheating is getting easier and more tolerable. Why do students cheat? Well,
they want to get good grades and not disappoint people. A survey done by U.S. News said that “64
percent of high school students have cheated on a test at least once. 38 percent said they cheated
on a test two or more times, while another 36 percent had used the internet to plagiarize on an assignment”. These percentages are crazy and have risen from 2004. Technology has been playing a
key role in cheating. With technology, most students can just look up answers and use them while
taking a test.
Though technology isn’t the only role in cheating, most people think people who get bad
grades are most likely to cheat, but that could be false. “Overachievers and honor students are most
likely to cheat in order to get the grades they want. This happens due to the pressure put on students by teachers and parents to keep on getting high grades.”
Estefania Martinez 6-304

This year the 3rd-6th grade students put on a musical version of Chris Van Allburg’s “
The Polar Express” for the 2018 Holiday Concert. It told the story of a young man who was having a difficult time during the holiday season. The students did an amazing job in all of the performances, as well as the After School Dance and Glee clubs. The sixth grade students retold the
story through their acting abilities, while grades 3-5 helped the story move along through song
and dance. Mrs. D’Andrea is extremely happy with all of the students dedication and hard work.
I would like to give thanks to the support staff and administration for their support during the
creative process.
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TAG NEWS
News Flash!
This year at PS99 the entire school is participating in a special project to celebrate the work of
Richard Lewis. 50 years ago, he founded the Touchstone Center for Children and has worked
throughout the NYC Public School System, including 8 years at PS99.
Our project, The Garden of Whispering will document the voices of students, teachers, parents
and administrators as they listen to the whispering, the inner languages of the world all
around us. Enrichment and TAG students, as well as the Peace Committee will produce permanent projects for the school. These include mini-murals outside each classroom door, a sculpture above the entrance to the Annex, and murals in the stairwells and entry way of the main
building and Annex. The project is based on Mr. Lewis’s book, Each Sky Has Its Words.
Karen Fitzgerald

Poetry Corner
Starry Night
By: Alessandra Musi 5-308
It’s a starry night,
And soon the stars are going to say goodnight
When you sleep
And when you're scared,
They will be your night light.
Because the stars want to make you happy,
And want to be your friends,
So, don’t worry about dark,
Or the monsters under your bed,
Because we are here,
Have a great night tonight,
Because we are here for you all night,
Until the sun rises.
Volume 13, Issue 1
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Third Grade

Kindergarten
Kindergarten is having a great
year! The students have already
learned all their sounds and are
working on sounding out and
writing words. They also have
many writing pieces to add to
their accomplishments. They
have completed units on Nursery
Rhymes, Farms, and Kings and
Queens. In math, the students
have mastered greater and less
than, 2 and 3 dimensional shapes,
and ways to make 10. Kindergartners have enjoyed many of
their first time events here at
PS99, such as Character Day,
Student of the Month, and Crazy
Hat and Hair Day. We are all
looking forward to the rest of our
school year!

First Grade
First grade is working hard learning different strategies for literacy and math addition/ subtraction. We just completed our personal narrative writing unit. The
students learned how to write a
narrative using a bold beginning,
mighty middle, and excellent
ending. We learned all about the
human body systems and are experts in healthy living. We are
looking forward to ancient civilizations in the near future.
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Second Grade
The second grade has returned in the
new year refreshed and ready for an
exciting second half of the year. We
have gone back in the time to study
ancient China, and are now learning
about Ancient Greece.
In math we are becoming
regrouping experts in addition and
subtraction. We are working on self
portraits using collage. It is a lot of
fun!
We have started learning songs for
our moving up ceremony! We are
excited to perform them for our families in June.

Third grade is learning some really exciting things! We started off the year
working with fictional text by reading
Peter Pan. We learned how to analyze
the characters and really understand
story elements. While reading the novel, we published an opinion piece answering the question, “Would you have
made the same decision as Peter to
Give Hook a Hand?” After finishing
the book, we published our narrative
writing, creating our own scene in
Neverland. We had the opportunity to
be really creative in our writing, and it
was a lot of fun to read our classmates
stories.
We have just begun our informational
unit of studying frogs. We are really
enjoying getting to explore non fiction
books and learn all of the interesting
facts about these amazing creatures!
In social studies we are traveling
around the world. We have already
been to Africa and studied Nigeria.
Now we are exploring Asia while studying in the incredible country of China.
Later on, we will travel to Europe and
study Italy, and end our year with the
study of Brazil in South America. It is
very interesting learning about the geography, history and culture of different countries around the world. We will
be completing our informational writing in the spring, where we will each
research a different country and create
a document using text features to write
about the geography, history and culture of our assigned country.
In math we are becoming multiplication and division experts! We have
been studying really hard to memorize
our basic facts so we will be ready for
4th grade!
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Fourth Grade

Fifth Grade

The 4th grade has been working
hard this year! We completed our
Response to Literature writing
piece, and are currently working on
Informational Writing. We are studying conservationist John Muir, a
man that has inspired us to take better care of our environment. In Social Studies, we are learning about
New York State history. Some topics we've explored are the Native
Americans, Colonial Life, and the
American Revolution. Our students
have mastered multiplication and
division and will be moving onto
fractions soon! The Enrichment and
TAG students are working closely
with Ms. Karen Fitzgerald and Mr.
Richard Lewis. They are using their
imagination and creativity skills to
prepare for the special Whispering
Murals Project. We are lucky to
have Studio in a School this year,
and have completed our Self Portraits Unit. The 4th grade teachers
are very proud of all the students' hard work and look forward
to exploring more together in the
New Year!

Field trips:
One fifth grade class was selected by
Ms. Fallon to travel to City College
and observe gargoyles and statues. A great time was had by all!
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New Programs:
This year the fifth grade has implemented the use of computer based
programs to offer additional support
and fun for students. The programs
we use are Freckle for both reading
and math, and Prodigy for math.
What are the students learning?
In literacy, we have just finished our
unit on Human Rights where students had the opportunity to study
the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights and read the novel Esperanza
Rising. Currently, we started to
learn about the rain forest and all of
the unique things that live there. In
writing, students are currently publishing their response to literature
piece. In the coming weeks, students
will choose their influential women
in history and begin research
for their informational writing
piece. In math, we are learning how
to divide decimals.

Sixth Grade
This year the 6th grade has
been off to a great start! We
love departmentalizing and
have enrichment! In reading we
have been reading new stories
each week and we even have
leveled readers. In math we
love working on the unit projects to show how math connects to the real world. In writing, we are combining social
studies with writing about the
geography of various countries.
We know this year will be
filled with lots of exciting
memories. We already began
working on the school play,
graduation songs, planning the
senior trip and prom. We are
looking forward to all of these
events and making these memories last a lifetime!

Fun Facts:
Students enjoy adding to their Book
of Whispers for The Garden of
Whispers project under the direction
of Ms. Karen. Students are also
learning how to build healthy relationships through the implementation of Sanford Harmony Program.
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ART NEWS
Our Theme this year is; “Artists inspiring Artists.” Some of our 5th graders created gargoyles out of
plaster. They were inspired by one of the gargoyles that used to be on our very own school! Look for
him at the front entrance showcase….
Some of our other 5th graders created images on one of the art room pillars and painted this mural
with acrylic paint… they were inspired by Gaudi (The artists who helped to design the city/ parks of
Barcelona). Stop by to see this beautiful work! Color is inspiring our 3rd and 4th graders to create abstract collages. Our Annex artists are also busy this year. They have created interesting self-portraits,
worked with collage materials and even experimented with watercolor pencils!!! Looking forward to
some great art projects this spring! Ms. Fallon.

YOUR BUZZ STAFF
CHRISTINE FALLON, JONATHAN HALPERN, JASON KOTKE

